FastTracker
Asset Management, Tagging, and Access
Software for Facilis Shared Storage
Version 3.5.0 Desktop User Guide
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Overview
Facilis FastTracker is a server and client application for cataloging, searching, and
viewing any media type within a Facilis Shared Storage server, third-party network
share, or backup/archive location such as cloud and tape.
This easy-to-use system includes Adobe Panel integration, custom metadata tags,
per-catalog user permissions, Boolean search capability, Proxy Clip encoding, file
movements, duplicate detection, incremental indexing, and more.
Facilis FastTracker also includes a desktop player that supports most popular image
formats, including file sequences like DPX and TARGA. Even when the edit room is
busy, users can browse content, play finished mix-downs for approval, and log shot
comments into custom metadata fields.

Client Installation
System Requirements
OSX/macOS Client: 10.9.x - 10.15.x
Windows Client: Windows 7/8/10 64-bit, Server 2008/2012/2016/2019 64-bit
Adobe Premiere & After Effects: 2019 versions, 2020 versions
Adobe CC Panel Installation:
The easiest method of installation is through Adobe Exchange with Creative Cloud
installed on a client.
FastTracker on Adobe Exchange https://www.adobeexchange.com/creativecloud.details.100753.html
Adobe Creative Cloud –
https://www.adobe.com/creativecloud.html
FastTracker’s Adobe Panel can also be installed manually, using a utility provided in
the FastTracker 3.5.0 release package.
•
•


•
•



Close all Adobe CC applications.
Install ZXPInstaller from the FastTracker 3.5.0 package or http://zxpinstaller.com/.
On macOS Sierra, High Sierra, Mojave, and Catalina clients,
ZXPInstaller must be manually approved in Mac System Preferences
> Security (General tab) after first launch.
Launch ZXPInstaller and drag-and-drop “FastTracker Adobe Panel.zxp” into the
application.
Launch Adobe Premiere or After Effects CC, open a project, and enable FastTracker
Panel in Windows > Extensions > FastTracker Panel.
For full Adobe Panel functionality, make sure Adobe CC has been
updated to the latest version available in Adobe Creative Cloud.

The Adobe CC FastTracker Panel can be installed on clients independent of the FastTracker
Desktop Browse and Admin software.
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Desktop Browse Installation:
Windows: Extract “FastTracker Win Desktop Browse.zip” and move the “FastTracker
Desktop Browse” folder to the desired location (ex. C:\Program Files\Facilis\FastTracker),
then create a shortcut to “FastTracker Desktop Browse\FastTracker Desktop Browse.exe”
(or pin a shortcut to the Taskbar / Start Menu).
Mac: Extract “FastTracker Mac Desktop Browse.zip” and move “FastTracker Desktop
Browse.app” to the desired location (ex. /Applications), then add the “FastTracker Desktop
Browse.app” package to the dock or create a desktop alias.

Adobe Panel & Desktop Browse
The Adobe Panel and Desktop Browse interfaces include simple views for searching
catalogs and volumes, playing back transcoded proxies, scrubbing thumbnails,
tagging metadata, and more.
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Interface Navigation & Views
In the default Search View, type a search term and press Enter to locate records.

You can use an asterisk (*) before, after, or surrounding a portion of a search term
for wildcard searches. Boolean search is also supported (AND, OR, NOT). This will
search most metadata tags, keywords, and notes as well as record names and file
paths. Index time/date and specific metadata tags can also be used as filters (“Tags”
and “Any Time” dropdowns). Catalog and/or Volume to be searched can be set, or
left as “All” to perform a global search.
Advanced search modifiers are also available via the Help Menu
in the upperright of the interface, which also specifies usage and syntax. These advanced
searches include file size, media duration, if a record has proxies, and more.
The search result metadata display can also be customized using the
icon
above the search results. In this dropdown, users can specify which metadata
columns should be displayed or hidden, such as thumbnail, path, duration, various
modification times, and more. Metadata columns can also be re-ordered via dragand-drop.
In addition to the default Search View, there are two additional ways to locate
indexed records: Browse View and Gallery View.
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Browse View is available via the Folder icon
in the upper-right of the interface.
This presents a more traditional folder tree structure to the user, so a specific
directory location can be selected before performing searches in the search column.

The Recursive Path Listing checkbox, above the folder tree, will cause all indexed
records in or beneath the highlighted folder to appear in search results. Uncheck that
box if you only want to review records in the highlighted folder.
To return to Search View, click the Magnifying Glass icon
place of the Folder icon used to enter Browse View.
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that has taken the

Gallery View is available by clicking the grid icon
above the search results in
Search View. This view only displays record thumbnails and titles. You can also use
the
icon above the view to hide or show records that do not have thumbnail
associations.

To return to Search View, click the List icon
icon used to enter Gallery View.
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that has taken the place of the Grid

Source File & Proxy Statuses
For status bubbles, the first icon represents the source file (currently marked as the
Primary File in the metadata Filenames list), while the second icon represents
proxies. Availability is based on the client’s visibility of the Facilis server and
mounted virtual volumes.
GRAY:
Source – Unavailable – The source media’s volume isn’t currently mounted or
permissioned for the client in Client Console (Facilis storage software).
Proxy – Playback Available – A proxy has been transcoded for this record, and is
available for playback. This status indicates the actual proxy file isn’t available locally
on the client, but proxy playback is still possible in FastTracker.
BLUE:
Source - Mountable – The source media’s volume is available for mounting on the
client, but is currently unmounted. Right-click the record to reveal a menu with a
mount option, which also mounts the volume in Facilis Client Console.
Proxy – N/A
GREEN:
Source - Online – The record’s source media is available on the client (volume
mounted), and the record is available for drag-and-drop into applications with dragand-drop support. Online records can also be double-clicked, which will open the clip
in the default OS player for that file extension.
Proxy – Online – The proxy is available for playback in FastTracker, in addition to
the proxy volume being mounted. This indicates the actual proxy file is available on
the client (for import to Adobe’s proxy workflows, for example).
YELLOW:
Source – N/A
Proxy – Queued/Encoding – The proxy is either queued for transcode or currently
being transcoded.
ORANGE:
Source - Offline – Facilis Object Cloud/LTO integration. Files that are offline on the
Object Cloud/LTO cache volume will appear with this status.
Proxy – N/A
RED:
Source - Missing – The server cannot locate the source file, typically indicating the
owning volume is not available server-side, or the file has been deleted.
Proxy – Transcode Error – There was an error during the proxy transcode process,
which can be reviewed using FTMonitor.exe on the FastTracker server (see Technical
Support & Troubleshooting for more information).
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Right-click Context Menus
In Search and Browse views, records (or folders, in Browse View) can be rightclicked to reveal a context menu. Options, which are context sensitive, include:
Mount – If a user has permission for a volume via the Facilis Client Console, and it’s
available for mounting, then this option will appear for volumes not currently
mounted.
Drop Missing Files – This option searches the FastTracker/Facilis server and
removes any files that have been deleted from the record’s Filenames metadata list.
Prefetch/Flush – Object Cloud/LTO controls that allow users with that licensed
add-on to Prefetch and Flush files to/from their cache volume directly in FastTracker.


Please refer to the Object Cloud Setup and User Guide PDF for
information regarding Object Cloud/LTO setup and usage.

Copy, Move, & Archive – File movement profiles configured in the Admin App’s
Archive Paths tab will appear in the right-click menu in Browse View.


File movement options include both copies and moves. Users
should only select these options when they’re sure of the
operation they’re about to commit, to avoid accidentally moving
files to the wrong location.

Metadata Display
The right side of the interface is where metadata can be viewed in addition to proxy
playback, restoring archived files, thumbnail scrubbing, and more.
File tags are displayed in the top of the list, in addition to the editable Keywords and
Notes fields. These tags contain file information such as name, owning volume, path,
proxy status, index time, etc.
Any values added to the Keywords or Notes fields will immediately be searchable in
FastTracker, allowing for quick tagging and organization of records.
In addition to Keywords and Notes, there are other fields with useful functions.
Status – Click a record’s Status to reveal a delete asset option. Admin users can
also manage the [Deleted] and [Orphaned] catalogs, as well as restore deleted
assets, via the search area’s Catalogs dropdown (in addition to the Admin App).
Archive - Click to expand the dropdown, which will reveal file movements (managed
on the Admin App’s Archive Paths tab) as well as the option to restore archived files
to a user-specified location.
Catalogs – Click a record’s Catalog to reveal options for adding or removing the
record from other catalogs. Records can exist in multiple catalogs simultaneously.
Title – Click a record’s Title to edit this value.
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Filename – Lists all files (hashed duplicates) associated with a record. Click a
record’s Filename to reveal the source file in Windows Explorer or Mac Finder.
The dropdown to the right of a filename displays the file’s current status (online,
pending copy, etc.), and can be clicked to reveal additional options.
Additional options include the ability to make a file the Primary, which feeds the
search result metadata columns and availability status of that record.
Users can also elect to drop missing files from a record, which searches the server
and removes any files from the filenames list that have been deleted.
Finally, users can also control Object Cloud/LTO prefetch and flush options here.
Proxies – Click to the right of an existing proxy to reveal download and delete
options. Real time encoding options (Create Proxy) will also be available for proxy
presets associated with the record’s catalog that have not yet been generated.
Add Tag – Add a default or custom metadata tag to a record, which is then editable.
Custom tags are managed in the Admin App on the Administration tab.
Below the file tags are stream tags, which provide information about video, audio,
and data streams included in the source file’s container. These tags include
resolution, codec, framerate, bitrate, and more, and cannot be edited.

Utility Buttons
The interface also includes utility buttons in the upper-right. From left-to-right:
Help Menu – Displays advanced search modifiers, along with usage and syntax.
Reset Zoom – Reset interface zoom level to default.
Zoom Out – Zooms out of the interface view (useful on low resolution monitors).
Zoom In – Zooms in on the interface view (useful on high resolution monitors).
Folder/Magnifying Glass – Switch between Search and Browse Views.
Refresh View – Updates the current view with changes to the database.
Log Out – Logs the user out and returns to the log-in menu.
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Object Cloud/LTO Integration
Facilis FastTracker is a quick and efficient way to not only catalog, search, and view
media within the Facilis Shared Storage System, but to also track offline files stored
in Cloud/LTO locations with Facilis Object Cloud/LTO.
FastTracker’s server software can be installed on the same server as Object
Cloud/LTO, where its Auto Indexing functionality can be leveraged to track media
and encode proxies for files stored on an Object Cloud/LTO cache volume.
In this workflow the best practice is to Auto Index files as soon as they are moved to
an Object Cloud/LTO cache volume (Auto Index job set to check every minute, for
example). Object Cloud/LTO retention rates should then be set to move new files to
Cloud/LTO at least an hour after being written, to ensure FastTracker has time to
complete the Auto Indexing process (and potentially proxy transcodes).
Once files are moved to Cloud/LTO, FastTracker will still have an indexed record for
quick access to metadata, proxy playback, thumbnail scrubbing, and drag-and-drop
fetch from Cloud/LTO, directly into editorial projects using FastTracker’s client-side
Adobe Panel or Desktop Browse interfaces.
FastTracker will also alert users that indexed files are currently available for retrieval
from Cloud/LTO via the ORANGE source file status. Browsing an offline record in
FastTracker will not restore it from Cloud/LTO, however users can drag a record into
their project to do so on-demand.
For up-to-date information, please make sure all cache volume paths have been
configured as Object Cloud locations on FastTracker Admin App’s Archive Paths tab.
Please refer to the Object Cloud Setup and User Guide PDF for more information
regarding that software’s configuration.
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Technical Support & Troubleshooting
Support engineers are available to assist from 8AM - 8PM ET, Monday - Friday.
Phone
Email

+1-978-562-7022, Option 2
support@facilis.com

New in 3.5.0, there’s a server-side FastTracker service monitoring tool located in the
FastTracker directory: C:\Program Files\Facilis\FastTracker\FTMonitor.exe
FastTracker service logs are also stored as sequential text files in the root of the
server’s C: drive, named ftserverlog.txt with an appropriate sequential postfix.
FastTracker’s service can also run two scripts at startup, one before and one after
the FastTracker server service starts. These need to be named startup1.bat and
startup2.bat, and need to be in: C:\Program Files\Facilis\FastTracker
We value your feedback. Please contact support@facilis.com if you have any
comments or concerns regarding the FastTracker software.
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